SUTTON COURTENAY - NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN (SCNP)
Public Consultation Event

Welcome!
This event is to give you a chance to
discover and respond to the work we
have been doing on a Neighbourhood
Plan for our parish.
The SCNPSG are a group of volunteers and
residents just like you. Once approved,
Neighbourhood Plans have legal weight in the
planning system. At a time when that system is
changing significantly, they are an important way
to allow local people to shape the future of their
communities.
We hope you find this exhibition useful. To help
us gather your feedback, please complete the
questionnaire on it. Please leave the
questionnaire in the tray at the front door as you
leave.
SCNP team members are wearing name badges
and will be happy to answer any questions you
may have or to discuss your views on the SCNP
with you.

Thank you for your contribution
today. Your feedback is essential.
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What’s in the exhibition?
•

A timeline which explains where we are in
the SCNP process

•

Details of some key issues within the plan as
highlighted by your comments to date

•

What happens next including how we review
your comments and include these in the
next draft of the Plan

The exhibition is also grouped into
different key areas:
•
•
•
•

Natural Environment (Policies SC1 to SC7,
SC11 & SC12)
Community, Employment, Transport &
Infrastructure (Policies SC13 to SC17 )
Housing (Policies SC8 & SC9)
Built Environment (Policy SC10)
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Context
Our SCNP will sit alongside the Vale
of White Horse Local Plan (Parts 1 &
2) which runs to 2031.
The SCNP will provide more detailed local guidance
than is possible within the Local Plan. It must however
conform with the strategic policies contained within
the Local Plan as well as National Planning Policy
(known as the NPPF).

What cannot be addressed in our
Neighbourhood Plan?
•

Designated sites for major development
including housing sites within the Local Plan

•

Overall housing targets for the District

•

The designation of specific ecological areas
or Ancient Woodland

•

Areas allocated for Minerals and Waste
development or covered by existing
permissions in this regard.

•

The strategic road network and transport issues

What are the Key Benefits of having
a Neighbourhood Plan?
• To give the community more say over what is
developed in the area, what new buildings should
look like, what infrastructure is provided and
protection of important Parish facilities and areas
of open space.
• Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) - Where a
parish has a “made” (adopted) Neighbourhood
Plan, the amount given to the Parish increases to
25% (from 15%) of the CIL monies arising from the
development that takes place in a parish.
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The Plan sets out policies for the use and development of
land. It cannot override the policies in the Local Plan
(including housing allocations), nor can it be contrary to
national government policy. It cannot prevent
development, but should instead guide it appropriately.

What else can we do?
Our Neighbourhood Plan can identify specific community
aspirations to ensure our Parish retains it’s community
identity and continues to thrive in the future.
• Explore opportunities to extend the Sutton Courtenay
Conservation Area
• To work with other interested parties (e.g. Didcot Garden
Town, FCC and local landowners) to identify
opportunities to enhance the landscape character of the
disturbed land on the Eastern side of the village.
• Support opportunities to improve access to the river for
users of self-propelled crafts such as canoes and
paddle boards.
• Support for upgrading, refurbishment and
modernisation of the Village Hall, Health care facilities,
Indoor sports facilities, Improved and modernised
facilities for local user groups, Improved facilities for
young adults, Children’s play areas (particularly at the
southern end of the village), a hub to support working
from home, A café and additional street-furniture
(benches, bins etc.)
• All new development will be expected to make
sustainable and appropriate provision for utilities and
services to support the development concerned
• Improvements to air quality and reduction of carbon
emissions throughout the village
• Support opportunities to provide additional off-street
parking in the village.
• Facilitate provision of efficient, regular and wellconnected public transport
• Improve existing and create new footpaths and
cycleways
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The vision and objectives below were derived from the community responses to our original
2018 Resident’s Survey and have been refined following further public consultation and
survey work since that time.

OurVision

“To safeguard the individual character and vitality of
our historic Thames-side village whilst meeting the
needs of villagers now and in the future.”

Aims
1. ToprotectandenhancethedistinctruralcharacteroftheVillagewhilst
promotingsustainableconnectionsbeyond.
2. Tomaintainandimproveapositiveandwelcomingcommunityspiritacross
thewholevillagewhichincludeseverybody.
3. Toprovideabuiltenvironmentthatpromotesthewellbeingforallsocialand
agegroupsthroughamenities
Environment
• To maintain appropriate separation between
the village and neighbouring settlements.
• To maintain living green spaces.
• To maintain and regenerate parcels of green
space in addition to trees and vegetation of
amenity value within the Parish.
• To maintain and enhance access to Public
Rights of Way, Local Green Spaces, views
and waterways.
• To use land efficiently and to preserve the best
and most versatile agricultural land

Economy
• To promote and support local business.
• To encourage and support home working.

Community
• To seek an enhanced inter connectivity across
the village.
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• To seek to ensure the provision of social
amenities meets the demands of a growing
village.
• To seek to ensure the infrastructure meets the
demands of a growing village.
• To preserve and enhance historic village assets.

Housing
• To give priority for new housing to meet local
needs including a greater availability range of
affordable housing for residents.
• To seek to ensure new developments are of highquality design, built to a high sustainability
standard and reinforce local distinctiveness.
• To ensure all new developments are appropriate
and integrated within the built up area.
• To ensure that the design and location of new
development is resilient to the effects of
climate change and flooding.
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Environment Policy SC1:Green Gaps

Many terms are used to refer to land between
neighbouring settlements that are vulnerable to
physical or visual coalescence, including ‘green
gap’ as we have used here.
It corresponds with the term that has been used in the Didcot
Garden Town Delivery Plan, which was published in October
2017 having been approved by Vale of White Horse District
Council and South Oxfordshire District Council. This document
established the principle of green gaps to prevent Didcot
Garden Town coalescing with the necklace of villages
surrounding the new garden town.

The land encompassing the village of Sutton Courtenay was
divided into individual land parcels and each parcel was
analysed to determine its visual connection to Sutton Courtenay
and surrounding villages. The parcels were further assessed to
identify their heritage, recreation, nature conservation and
landscape value, as although a green gap is primarily a
landscape function, related to physical and visual separation,
gaps also provide green infrastructure and wildlife benefits
close to settlements. Many also contain Public Rights of Way
which are highly valued by residents.

The results of the analysis highlighted the sensitivity of the
majority of land surrounding Sutton Courtenay, with
This Neighbourhood Plan is underpinned by a detailed
developmental pressures felt from numerous sources, including
assessment of green gap locations, which is set out in the
Didcot Garden Town and Milton Park to the South, the landfill,
Countryside and Green Gap Assessment, April 2022. The
new road and potential future development to the east, the
starting point for determining the location of green gaps is the
villages of Milton and Drayton to the west and the village of
Didcot Garden Delivery Plan, which sets out indicative locations Culham to the north.
for green gaps between the villages that encircle the proposed
The proposed gaps are considered essential to ensure that the
Garden Town.
village does not become subsumed by surrounding
settlements.
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Environment Policy
SC5: Local Green
Spaces
The village has a distinctive and historic
character which is enhanced by the presence of
the green space.
The map below shows proposed Local Green Spaces.

The National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), 2021 set out details on Local Green
Space designation. These require that the
green space in question:
• is in reasonably close proximity to the
community it serves;
• is demonstrably special to a local
community and holds a particular local
significance; (for example because of its
beauty, historic significance, recreational
value (including as a playing field),
tranquillity or richness of its wildlife)
• is local in character and not an extensive
tract of land.
We have worked alongside our independent
consultants using a recognised methodology
to assess whether or not the proposed
spaces meet the government criteria. An
independent Examiner will review the
assessment and any comments you make
and have the final say on whether or not a
space is designated.
It should be noted that a LGS does not give
the right of public access to spaces where it
does not exist already. This is particularly
relevant for private enclosed sites or those
with wildlife or visual amenity value.
Designation is similar to that of ‘Green Belt’
designation, where the land can only be
developed in very special circumstances.
This can include (but is not limited to):
• Buildings used for agricultural or forestry
purposes.
• Facilities associated with outdoor sports or
recreation, cemeteries or allotments
• Replacements, extensions or alterations to
existing buildings which remain proportionate
with the character of the original.
• Limited affordable housing for local community
needs.
• Other development termed `not inappropriate’
includes mineral extraction, engineering
operations and local transport infrastructure.

KEY
Proposed Local Green Space
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This will mean that the land will remain open
and continue to contribute to the character of
the area.
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NaturalEnvironmentPolicies
Our SCNP contains 17 policies, these have been informally summarised in the following
panels.

1

Landscape & Biodiversity

Summary of Policy SC2: Landscape Character and
Value
Development proposals should demonstrate how they preserve
or enhance the features which positively define the character of
the Parish as highlighted in the seven different landscape
character areas as set out in the Landscape Study and
Assessment and the details highlighted in the Character
Appraisal and Design Code documents.

Summary of Policy SC3: Key Views and Vistas
The village is characterised by a wide variety of views, which are
described in the Sutton Courtenay Character Appraisal and
Design Code. The views reflect both the character of the Sutton
Courtenay Conservation Area and the strong connection of the
village to the surrounding landscape. In addition, the Lowland
Vale makes an important contribution to distant views from
higher ground within the North Wessex Downs AONB to the
north. Furthermore, 91% of residents responding in the
Residents’ Survey rate the views entering and leaving Sutton
Courtenay as very or quite important.
Each of the 25 views are listed within the policy and a map
highlights their viewpoint and direction.

2

Summary of Policy SC4: Green and Blue
infrastructure
Sutton Courtenay is well served by Public Rights of Way
(PRoW) and permissive paths, and these are an important part
of life in the village, as well as being important in maintaining
the strong historical connection between the village and the
wider landscape. The Parish has a very close physical
relationship to a number of waterbodies, including the River
Thames (including Sutton Pools), Ginge Brook, Mill Brook,
the wetlands and floodplains and artificial lakes formed in
former gravel extraction quarries. This policy seeks to protect
and enhance these elements and ensure residents continue to
enjoy them in the future as highlighted by the response to the
Resident’s survey.

Summary of Policy SC6: Biodiversity
The highest priority for the majority of respondents in the
Resident’s Survey was maintaining riverbanks and streams
with the encouraging of wildlife habitats their second priority.
A Biodiversity Report has been produced for the Parish,
highlighting the Local Wildlife Site, Kelaart’s Field and a
number of priority habitats and protected / notable species
within the Neighbourhood Plan area. The policy seeks to
delivery a biodiversity net gain and conserve existing habitats
and species.

Flooding and Drainage, Riverside and Minerals & Waste

Summary of Policy SC7: Flooding and drainage

Summary of Policy SC11: - Former Mineral Workings

The Residents’ Survey provided a clear indication that flooding
is a key issue with 88% of respondents stating that all future
developments should include flood-prevention measures to
reduce the impact of a flood. The Environment Agency (EA)
flood risk maps show that a significant part of Sutton
Courtenay is covered by flood zones or flood warning areas. In
addition, further resident’s information highlights local areas of
flooding which are not highlighted, which are also due to
surface water / sewer problems, partly to the low level of the
surrounding land and also to the ground conditions in the area
(including increased levels of development and hard surfacing).
The policy seeks to identify all of these areas and make it clear
to see the current areas of concern and the information
required to accompany development proposals.

Minerals and Waste policy is controlled by Oxfordshire
County Council and cannot be considered in the
Neighbourhood Plan until the land is no longer required or
has been restored. This policy looks at land solely within
these circumstances and seeks to further enhance its
landscape, heritage and biodiversity quality for the future.
Where possible new paths and cycle routes are supported.
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Summary of Policy SC12: - Riverside Related
Development
Whilst the presence of the River Thames is not publicly
apparent from the heart of the village. Many houses on the
west side of the village have gardens onto the river or benefit
from river views. To the north of the village and alongside the
fields from east to west the river is more visible and can be
enjoyed from Public Rights of Way alongside. This waterside
character is a key visual, recreational and historical component
of the parish and the policy seeks to protect this for future
generations
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OtherPolicies
3

Community, Employment, Transport & Infrastructure

Summary of Policy SC13: - Community facilities

Summary of Policy SC16: Economy and Employment

Local residents are understood to be satisfied with the
availability and suitability of various services and facilities in the
parish. It is key that such facilities are safeguarded where
possible. This policy identifies the main facilities to be protected
and the criterion required for any redevelopment application.

The residents’ survey highlighted a need for small-scale
business development in Sutton Courtenay, with extra shops,
creative workshops spaces, small starter offices and
commercial units in demand. The later business survey
highlighted that the majority of business in the parish have 1-5
staff members and therefore is consistent with the type of
small scale business development highlighted.

Summary of Policy SC14: - Village Hall
This policy seeks to support any appropriately sited and
designed new or replacement village hall in the future.

Summary of Policy SC15: - Sustainable construction
and infrastructure
Whilst the majority of infrastructure associated with
development is already well established and provided through
legal obligations or the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL),
this policy instead focuses upon sustainability and climate
change. This should be undertaken through appropriate design,
using the individual site characteristics, through use of
thermally efficient materials, rainwater harvesting and
renewable technologies. The appropriateness of each will
depend on location and other factors such as landscape and
heritage designations for example.

4

The policy sets out how new appropriate small scale
businesses can be accommodated in the parish subject to
various criteria.

Summary of Policy SC17: - Traffic management
Many of the traffic issues within the parish are outside of the
scope of this Neighbourhood Plan. In this instance the
community aspirations highlight the direction in which the
Parish Council are working towards.
The policy itself however focuses upon parking, road safety
measures, sustainable transport options and traffic / HGV
movements.

Housing

It should be noted that the SCNP cannot change the
current housing allocation or other policies which
allow for housing development as set out in the Local
Plan.
Summary of Policy SC8: Residential development
Within the Built-up Area
The area has seen significant amounts of housing development
since 2011 with approximately 300 new dwellings being built.
The level and location of housing growth was considered in the
2018 Residents’ Survey. Over two-thirds of respondents (69%)
agreed that development should be directed to infill sites (1-2
houses), within the built-up area of the village.The large majority
of respondents (79%) disagreed that development should be on
sites which will extend the built up area of the village.
Policy SC8 distinguishes between the built-up area of the
Sutton Courtenay village and the surrounding countryside in
order to manage development proposals accordingly. It then
sets out a number of criteria relating to density, design,
heritage, landscape, views and housing mix and size.
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Summary of Policy SC9: - Housing Needs
Applications where one or more new houses are proposed
should be accompanied by sufficient information to set out
how the accommodation will meet the specific local
housing needs of the Parish. This is to ensure that there is
an appropriate balance of dwellings types and sizes are
provided which meets the needs of the community.
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BuiltEnvironmentPolicies
5

Heritage, Character, Design and Appearance

Analysis of the urban areas has been undertaken in the
Sutton Courtenay Character Assessment and Design
Code document. This when combined with the
resident’s survey has informed the policy below.

heritage assets that are significant.

Residents were asked how important it was to them
that development does not have a harmful impact on
historic buildings and the conservation area in Sutton
Courtenay. 80% felt it was very important. They also
expressed that new housing should be in keeping with
the existing character of the village.

• Character Area 2: Roads/Lanes Leading from Conservation
Area

The historic importance and character of the village are
reflected in the fact that its 42.96 hectare conservation
area was designated by the District Council in 1969.
The conservation area encompasses the oldest part of
the village and contains all except two of the parish’s
listed buildings and two of its locally important assets.
Summary of Policy SC10: - Design, Heritage and
Setting
In order to support appropriate forms of development in the
future, Policy SC10 seeks to reinforce the locally distinctive built
form and to enhance or better reveal those aspects of the
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The Character Appraisal established three distinct Character
Areas:
• Character Area 1: Sutton Courtenay Conservation Area

• Character Area 3: South of Conservation Area
A Design Code was devised for each area to ensure that new
development within these areas would be in keeping with
identified character and / or would enhance these areas
appropriately.
The policy references this design code and sets out further
criteria by which new development should be assessed.
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SCNPDocuments
The table below sets out all of the documents that form part of the appendices and evidence base
associated with the Neighbourhood Plan.

1. Sutton Courtenay Neighbourhood Plan (draft for consultation)
- Initial Draft for Pre-Submission to 2031
- April 2022

MAINAPPENDICES
2.
Countryside
and Green
Gaps
- April 2022

3. Local
4. Character
Green Space Appraisal &
Assessment Design Code
v1_5
- April 2022

5. Housing
Summary
Final v1.2

6. SCNP
Flood Report
Version 8e

- Sept 2021

- Feb 2022

- April 2022

7. Highways
and
Transport
Update
Document

8. Path
reports 2021-06-06
v04 R_compressed

- April 2022

SUPPLEMENTARYDOCUMENTSREFERENCEDINTHEPLANANDITSLOWER
TIERDOCUMENTS
9. Sutton Courtenay Landscape Appraisal of the Conservation Area and its context Novell Tullett Jan 2021
10. Sutton Courtenay Character Assessment Kathryn Davies August 2019
11. Sutton Courtenay Landscape Study Steven Warnock June 2019

NOTREFERENCEDBUTUSEFULPLANNINGHISTORYFORMINERALS&
WASTEOPERATIONSINSUTTONCOURTENAY
13.Appendix 1b PlanningApplications andAppeals Min and waste EMAIL Draft

SUPPLEMENTARYMATERIALTOTHESCNPSG’SFLOODREPORT
HR1

HR2

HR3

HR4

HR5

SC FRA Evaluation

Appleford Rd
Review of PBA flood
risk assessment for
Sutton Courtenay v4

WRA Review of JNP
flood risk
assessment for
Sutton Courtenay v4
final

WRA Review of
Groundwater
Observations Final
Report

WRA review of Dec
2017 FRA

- Feb 2013

- Feb 2016

- Feb 2016
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- Oct 2017

- Jan 2018
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SCNP timeline
Neighbourhood
PlanArea
Designated

Initial
Questionnaire

Post
Examination
Amendments

Referendum
Community vote on
whether to adopt the
Referendum version of the
SCNP.
If more than 50% of those
vo�ng, vote yes, then
SCNP is ‘made’ or
adopted and will become
part of the Statutory
Development Plan

Independent Examiner
publishes report. Any
modifica�ons are
suggested by Examiner
and incorporated into
the Referendum version
of the SCNP
Independent Examiner / LPA

Independent
Examination
Independent Examiner
appointed and Plan
examined.
Where required a
hearing may be
arranged and evidence
may be given by
interested par�es
Independent Examiner

LPA

Visionand
Objectives
Consultation

Submission
Draft
Consultation

SCNPis
Made

(6 weeks): publica�on
of Submission dra� for
formal consulta�on and
independent
Examina�on.
LPA to check
compliance and arrange
examina�on.

Evidence
Gathering

Vale of White Horse DC

DraftTopics&
Policies
Consultation

Stakeholder
Engagement

Pre submission
Consultation
(6 weeks): collate and
review feedback prior to
amending plan (a full
response to comments to
be provided)
Steering Group

CURRENT STEP
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Submission
of Plan to
VoWH
Submit amended
Plan to Local Planning
Authority (LPA)
Steering Group

